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ABSTRACT

Introduction. The lack of pediatric clinical trials (PCTs) leads to an off-label drug use (OLDU) in children. Our objective was to analyze the number and design of PCTs and OLDU in children in the past years.

Population, material and methods. Observational and retrospective study on PCTs and OLDU in children, conducted from 2007 to 2012 in a 252-bed children’s hospital. The number and design of PCTs and OLDU in children were analyzed by year and by characteristics.

Results. Eighty-seven PCTs and 449 active ingredients corresponding to 1049 drugs prescribed to hospitalized children were evaluated. Of these, 117 (26%) were used off-label. The number of PCTs increased from 2008 to 2011. In 2011, 52.2% of PCTs were non-randomized and uncontrolled studies, and only 39.1% were randomized, controlled trials. Of all studied drugs, 77% corresponded to off-label use. OLDU in children remained steady throughout the study period.

Conclusions. In our hospital, the number of pediatric research studies has increased in the past years, being non-randomized and uncontrolled studies the most frequent. OLDU in children has not changed.
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INTRODUCTION

Drugs are usually prescribed to children without having been first studied in clinical trials in this age group. According to several studies, up to 70% of drugs do not include enough data in their package insert (PI) regarding the pediatric age.

Between 36% and 100% of hospitalized children are treated with off-label drugs, newborn infants and infants younger than two years old account for the groups that most commonly receive drugs in this manner.
1) not assessed (effectiveness and safety in the pediatric population has not been established); 2) not authorized (contraindicated in the pediatric population); 3) not specified (the PI includes no specific information regarding the pediatric population).

The assessment also included the type of off-label drugs indicated to children and the specialties.

Sources of data for this study included the hospital’s clinical trial management software, an ad hoc application created by the site’s IT Unit, which collects clinical trial characteristics according to the EMA authorization registry, and FarmaTools® (version 2.5), an electronic prescription (EP) software used to assess drug use in hospitalized children. This software records the population to which the drug is indicated, the dose used, the dosing interval or the indication, among other data.

The study was authorized by the site’s Clinical Research Ethics Committee.

RESULTS

Eighty-seven PCTs and 449 active ingredients were assessed, which corresponded to 1049 marketed drugs prescribed to hospitalized children. Of these, 117 (26%) corresponded to OLDU in children.

The number of PCTs increased from 2008 to 2011 and accounted for almost 20% of all clinical trials conducted at the site, which included both adults and children (Figure 1). In the same study period, OLDU in children remained stable and always above 20%, as shown in Figure 2.

Analyzed PCTs were mostly phase III studies (64.4%), followed by phase II studies (23%). In relation to their main characteristics, they were open-label (71%), not randomized (58.1%) and uncontrolled (61.3%). Up to 2008, randomized, blinded and controlled studies were more prevalent than open-label, non-randomized and uncontrolled trials, reaching 57.1% of all PCTs.

Between 2008 and 2009, the trend shifted, and open-label, non-randomized and uncontrolled studies increased, although the advancement of both design types remained globally stable. Towards the end of the study period, the number of both types of PCTs was fairly similar, accounting for 33.3% and 26.7% of all PCTs, respectively (Figure 3).

In relation to drugs studied in PCTs, 77% were used off-label and 23% corresponded to non-marketed investigational drugs. Most study drugs were antiinfective agents (34.5%), antineoplastic agents and immunomodulators (20.7%), and cardiovascular drugs (11.5%). The evolution of PCTs in these therapeutic groups over the study period is shown in Figure 4.

The two pediatric specialties that conducted most PCTs were hematooncology (19.5%) and neonatology (11.5%). All PCTs included in the study were multicenter and sponsored by the pharmaceutical industry.

![Figure 1. Ratio between pediatric clinical trials and total clinical trials undertaken at the Pharmacy Service](image-url)
When analyzing the conditions of pediatric drug use, we observed that 80.8% of drugs corresponded to category a (not assessed/not recommended; effectiveness and safety in the pediatric population has not been established), 15.4% corresponded to category b (not authorized; contraindicated in the pediatric population), and 3.8% corresponded to category c (not specified in the PI; there is no specific information regarding the pediatric population).

Most drugs routinely used in pediatrics corresponded to the treatment of digestive tract conditions (25.6%), infections (21.8%) and nervous system disorders (16.5%). However, the therapeutic groups most commonly used off-label were hypnotics and sedatives (lorormetazepam and clometiazole; 5.73%), antithrombotic agents (enoxaparin, dipyridamole and bemiparin; 2.95%) and antibacterial drugs (daptomycin; 1.27%).

In terms of pediatric specialties, the ones that issued most off-label prescriptions were general pediatrics (28.8%), pediatric surgery (19.5%), liver and kidney transplant (15.5%), hematooncology (11.0%), and neonatology (4.7%).

**Figure 2. Evolution of drug use by conditions of use**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Off-label</th>
<th>Authorizes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>20.51%</td>
<td>75.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>26.88%</td>
<td>73.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>25.84%</td>
<td>74.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>27.23%</td>
<td>72.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>26.23%</td>
<td>73.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>24.19%</td>
<td>75.81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3. Evolution of clinical trials in terms of design**

- % of randomized, blind, controlled studies.
- % of open-label, non-randomized, uncontrolled studies.
DISCUSSION

Based on our results, and consistently with other studies, the number of PCTs increased from 2007 to 2011, which may be related to the 2006 European publication of new initiatives to encourage pediatric drug research. However, off-label drug use in pediatrics remained sort of stable throughout the study. Our results indicate that more than 25% of drugs were used this way, basically due to the lack of pediatric studies, as specified in their PIs. Other authors have obtained consistent results and have detected similar, and even higher rates.

In terms of design, it is worth noting that PCTs have remarkably changed over the past years at our site: they went from being mostly randomized, controlled studies to almost the same number as open-label, non-randomized and uncontrolled studies. It is known that randomized and controlled clinical trials are the best tools to assess the effectiveness and safety of a treatment, but open-label uncontrolled studies are less complex and require a smaller financial investment. In this sense, research incentives could have had a positive effect in quantitative terms, but their impact was negative in terms of quality.

In line with other studies, most drugs used in PCTs were antiinfective agents, which in addition are considered a pediatric research drug priority by the EMA. Hematooncology and neonatology were the two specialties that conducted most PCTs, probably due to the severity of conditions and the lack of therapeutic alternatives available for these patients.

Most commonly prescribed drugs were for the treatment of digestive tract conditions and infections, mainly beta-lactam antibiotics (penicillins and cephalosporins). These data are consistent with other previously published.

Conversely, the most commonly drugs used off-label were, firstly, hypnotics and sedatives, secondly, antithrombotic agents, and thirdly, antibiotics.

Study limitations

First of all, there are limitations resulting from the study design because this is a retrospective and observational study. Secondly, we only analyzed clinical trials exclusively conducted on children, leaving out those that included both adults and children. Lastly, manual prescriptions using nurse sheets were not analyzed due to lack of registry in the EP software.

CONCLUSION

In our site, the number of PCTs has increased since 2007; most of them looked into drugs that are already available and that have previously been used off-label. Non-randomized and uncontrolled studies were the most common designs. In addition, OLDU in children remained stable.
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